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LED611108RC

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE:

Before assembling your new lamp,please read the following precautions

and instructions thoroughly.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

This portable lamp has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the

other) as a safety feature to reduce the risk of electric shock.This

plug will fit in a polarized outlet one way only.If the plug does not

fit fully in the outlet,reverse the plug.If it still does not fit,

contact a qualified electrician.Never use an extension cord unless

the plug can be fully inserted.Do not alter the plug.

The electrical wire is connected continuously through the poles.Do

not pull wires during unpacking,bad connections may result.

Place the lamp indoor dry area only.The lamp produces very high

temperature,always unplug electrical cord and allow sufficient time

for bulb to cool down before replacing bulb.

1.Carefully unpack all parts from the packaging and place them on a

carpet/flat/smooth surface.Be sure to remove all the packaging materials

from the lamp. *Do not plug into the electrical outlet when installing

or replacing bulb.(2 people installation recommended)

2.Unscrew the pre-installed Screw(A), Spring Washer, and Washer from the

bottom of the pipe. Screw the Steel Pipe onto the Metal and Marble Base

with the Screw(A) Spring Washer and the Washers.

3.Screw tightly with the provided Allen Wrench.

4.Connect the Pole(A) with Pole(B) and screw it tight with screw(C) by using

the provided Hex Wrench.

5.Link up the Male and female Connector together.

6.Insert the 1 Arch Pipe into the Steel Pipe and Secure it with

the Screw B.

7.Unscrew the pre-installed Ring Cap from socket, and place the Shades onto

the tips of the Arch Pipe through the Light Bulb Sockets.

8.Thread the Ring Caps back onto the Light Bulbs Sockets through

the Shades tightly.

9.Place the Light bulb onto the Light Bulb Socket

(LED  Bulbs Included)

10.Insert the plug into the wall outlet,you are ready to use.

 For customer service,please email:service@artivausa.com or visit us

 at www.artivausa.com.We will response within 24 hrs Monday-Friday 9am

 to 5pm PST(except Holiday)

Correct Direction

WARNING:

For your long lasting uses,please use Artiva approved LED Bulbs only.

Lightbulb item# A21-12TDM-E26-27-INT.

Other brand may not be compatible to Artiva LED lamp, it may cause the dimmer

switch to burn out quickly,therefore void the manufacture warranty that comes

with this lamp.
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